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Abstract. Nowadays there exist several kinds of question answering
systems. According to recent evaluation results, most of these systems
are complementary (i.e., each one is better than the others in answer-
ing some specific type of questions). This fact indicates that a pertinent
combination of various systems may allow improving the best individual
result. This paper focuses on this problem. It proposes using an answer
validation method to handle this combination. The main advantage of
this approach is that it does not rely on internal system’s features nor
depend on external answer’s redundancies. Experimental results confirm
the appropriateness of our proposal. They mainly show that it outper-
forms individual system’s results as well as the precision obtained by a
redundancy-based combination strategy.

1 Introduction

Question Answering (QA) systems are a kind of search engines that allow re-
sponding to questions written in unrestricted natural language. Different to tra-
ditional IR systems that focus on finding relevant documents for general user
queries, this kind of systems are especially suited to resolve very specific infor-
mation needs.

Currently, given the great number of its potential applications, QA has be-
come a promising research field. As a result, several QA methods have been de-
veloped and different evaluation forums have emerged (such as those at TREC3

and CLEF4). Latest results from these forums evidenced two important facts

3 Text REtrieval Conference. http://trec.nist.gov/
4 Cross Language Evaluation Forum. http://www.clef-campaign.org/



about the state of the art in QA. On the one hand, they indicated that it al-
ready does not exist any method capable of answering all types of questions with
similar precision rates. On the other hand, they also revealed that most current
QA systems are complementary. That is, each system tends to be better than the
others in answering some specific type of questions. Just as an example, in the
Spanish QA evaluation at CLEF 2005, the best individual QA system could only
answer 42.5% of the questions, whereas the ideal combination of correct answers
from all participating systems could achieved a precision of 73.5% [1]. Based on
these two facts, a new problem has emerged, namely, how to automatically get
the appropriate combination of answers from several QA systems.

This paper focuses on this new problem. It proposes using an answer vali-
dation method to handle a superficial combination of several QA systems. It is
important to mention that answer validation was mainly conceived as a means
to help individual QA systems to automatically detect its own errors [2]. In
accordance with this idea, several QA systems have included an answer valida-
tion module that helps them in deciding whether a candidate answer should be
accepted or rejected [3]. Our proposal goes a step forward demonstrating the
usefulness of answer validation for combining several complementary QA sys-
tems. In other words, this paper shows the effectiveness of answer validation for
leading an ensemble of QA systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some re-
lated work on QA ensemble approaches. Section 3 presents our general proposal
about using answer validation as integration mechanism for combining several
QA systems. Section 4 gives some details on the answer validation method. Sec-
tion 5 shows some evaluation results in Spanish QA. Finally, section 6 offers
some conclusions and ideas for the future work.

2 Related Work

Ensemble methods are very popular in machine learning tasks. They are based on
the idea of using multiple classifiers to solve a common problem [4]. The success
of these methods has motivated the implementation of “ensemble” approaches
for other tasks. In particular, in question answering, the objective of an ensemble
method is to combine the capacities of several QA systems in order to increase
the number of correct answers.

Ensemble methods for QA are of two main types: internal and external. In
the internal ensembles the combination of systems occurs at component level.
Traditionally a QA system has three main components: one for question analysis,
one for passage retrieval, and another one for answer extraction. Therefore, this
kind of ensembles distinguishes for applying more than one technique in some
particular component. For instance, [5] describes a QA system that uses several
passage retrieval methods, and [6] presents a system that applies two distinct
strategies at each component.

On the other hand, external or superficial ensembles combine different QA
systems at answer level, i.e., they directly combine the answers extracted by



several systems and select one of them as final answer. In this case, it is possible
to distinguish two different combination strategies. The first one is solely based
on answer’s redundancies, i.e., the ensemble selects as final answer the most
frequent one [7]. The second one, in contrast, not only takes into account the
answer’s redundancies but also a confidence value associated with the capability
of each system to answer each specific type of question [8]. It is also important
to mention that there are some ensemble methods for multilingual QA [9]. These
methods consider answers from different languages and select the final answer
based on its monolingual ranking as well as on its multilingual redundancy.

3 Proposed Ensemble Architecture

Figure 1 shows the general scheme of our proposal for a QA ensemble. This
ensemble uses an answer validation method to superficially combine several QA
systems.

Fig. 1. QA ensemble based on answer validation

Our QA ensemble consists of two main stages. In the first stage (called QA
stage), several different QA systems extract – in parallel – a candidate answer
(with its corresponding support text) for the given question. Then, in the second
stage (called selection stage), an answer validation module evaluates – one by



one – the candidate answers and selects as output the first accepted answer (for
details on the validation process refer to section 4). In the case all candidate
answers were rejected the output is set to NIL.

Given that the answer validation method is not perfect, the order of eval-
uation of the candidate answers is very relevant. Our current implementation
considers a random order as well as a decreasing order based on the general
confidence (accuracy) of the used QA systems.

The proposed ensemble distinguishes from previous approaches in three main
concerns. First, it does not require to know (or adjust) internal details of the
participating QA systems. Second, different to other previous external ensembles,
it does not dependent on answer’s redundancies. This is of crucial importance
since there are many questions for which only one or very few QA systems could
extract the correct answer. Third, in the case that there is not any correct answer,
our approach could return a NIL answer, i.e., it is not obligated (as others) to
always select one candidate answer. Finally, given the use of an answer-validation
selection strategy, our ensemble not only returns correct but also supported
answers.

4 Answer Validation Module

Given a question, a candidate answer and a support text, the answer validation
module must decide whether to accept or reject the candidate answer. In other
words, it must determine if the specified answer is correct and supported [2].

Our answer validation module is based on the idea of recognizing the textual
entailment between the support text (T ) and an affirmative sentence (called
hypothesis, H ) created from the combination of the question and the answer.
The entailment between the pair (T, H ) occurs when the meaning of H can be
inferred from the meaning of T [10].

Figure 2 shows the general architecture of the answer validation module.
As it can be seen, this module is based on a supervised learning approach and
considers three main processes: hypothesis generation, feature extraction and
entailment recognition.

4.1 Hypothesis Generation

The main task of this initial process is to construct two distinct hypotheses
combining the given question and answer. In order to do that it firstly applies
a superficial syntactic analysis over the question5. Then, using the obtained
syntactic tree, it generates both hypotheses.

The first hypothesis (H ) is constructed by replacing the nominal phrase that
contains the interrogative particle by the given answer. For instance, given the
question “How many inhabitants are there in Longyearbyen?” and the answer

5 The language analysis used in the answer validation module was carry out with the
open source tool called Freeling [11].



Fig. 2. General architecture of the answer validation module

“180 millions of inhabitants”, this approach allows generating the hypothesis
H=“180 millions of inhabitants are there in Longyearbyen”.

The second hypothesis (H’ ) is obtained doing a simple transformation on
H. The idea is to detect the main verb phrase of the H (that is the main verb
phrase of the question) and then interchange its surrounding nominal phrases.
This way the second hypothesis for our example is H’=“in Longyearbyen are
there 180 millions of inhabitants”.

4.2 Feature Extraction

We used two different kinds of features for the entailment recognition. On the
one hand, some features that indicate the compatibility of question and answer.
On the other hand, some classical textual entailment features that denote the
level of similarity between the support text (T ) and the generated hypotheses
H or H’. The following subsections describe all these features.

Type Compatibility Verification. This process captures the situation where
the semantic class of the evaluated answer does not correspond to the expected
class of answer (in accordance with the given question). For instance, having
the answer “yesterday” for the question “How many inhabitants are there in
Longyearbyen?”.

In essence, this process calculates a boolean value that indicates if the general-
class restriction is satisfied. This restriction is TRUE if the semantic class of the
candidate answer and the expected class of the answer are equal; in other case,
it is set to FALSE.



In the current module’s implementation, three general classes are considered:
quantities, dates, and names. Moreover, the question classification (i.e., the def-
inition of the expected class of the answer) is done using the KNN supervised
algorithm with K = 1 and the answer classification is done by a name entity
recognition method.

Fact Compatibility Verification. This process focuses on the situation where
the question asks about a specific fact and the answer makes reference to an-
other different fact. For instance, answering “eight” to the example question,
using as support text “. . . when eight animals parade by the principal street in
Longyearbyen, a town of a thousand of inhabitants”.

With the aim of capturing this situation, this process determines a boolean
value that indicates if a specific-type restriction is satisfied. In order to deter-
mine the specific target fact concerning the question it is necessary to perform
the following procedure: (i) construct the syntactic tree of the question, and
(ii) extract the principal noun from the noun phrase that contains the inter-
rogative particle. Applying this procedure over the example question, the word
“inhabitants” was selected as the specific target fact.

Once extracted the specific target fact from the question, it is possible to
evaluate the specific-type answer restriction. Its value is set to TRUE if the
specific target fact happens in the support text, in the immediate answer context
(one content word to the right or left). In any other case its value is set to FALSE.
Therefore, the candidate answer “eight” has its value set to FALSE since its
immediate context (“eight animals”) does not contains the noun “inhabitants”.
On the contrary, the candidate answer “thousand” will be have its value set
to TRUE, since the noun “inhabitants” occurs in its immediate context (“town
thousand inhabitants”).

It is important to notice that not for all questions it is possible to establish
a specific target fact (e.g., consider the question “When was Amintore Fanfani
born?”). In these cases we considered – by default – that all candidate answers
satisfied the specific-type restriction.

Implicit Relation Detection. Commonly, support texts present language
phenomena such as apposition and adjectival phrases. This kind of phenom-
ena makes implicit a relation between some elements (noun phrases) from the
support text, and therefore, causes a detriment in the overlap between T and
H. For instance, in the text “the quinua, an American cereal of great nutritional
value,”, the verb “is” is implicit, it according to the hypotheses generates from
the question and answer shows in the table 1.

In order to help the entailment recognition process to adequately treat these
cases, we decide including a Boolean feature that simply indicates the existence
of implicit information, i.e., the presence of some apposition or adjectival phrase.

The detection of this language phenomena is done by a set of some manually
constructed lexical-syntactic text patterns such as “〈NOMINAL PHRASE〉,
〈NOMINAL PHRASE〉,”. In the case that some pattern (instantiated with



the question and answer) matches the support text, then this Boolean feature is
set to TRUE, in other case it is set to FALSE.

For instance, when the last text pattern is instantiated with the question
“What is the quinua?” (only the question’s target is used) and the candidate
answer “an American cereal of great nutritional value”, the following text is
obtained “the quinua, an American cereal of great nutritional value,”. This text
matches the before mentioned support text and because that the feature that
indicates the implicit relation detection is set to TRUE.

Term Overlap. This process calculates the term overlap between the support
text and the hypothesis by a simple counting of the common words in the pair
(T, H ). In order to avoid a high matching caused by functional terms (such
as prepositions and determiners), it only considers the occurrence of content
terms (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs). This analysis allows generating
the following six features: (1) the rate of noun overlap, (2) the rate of verb
overlap, (3) the rate of adjective overlap, (4) the rate of adverb overlap, (5) the
rate of date overlap, and (6) the rate of number overlap. See table 1 as example.

Structure Overlap. This process measures the surface structure overlap be-
tween the support text and the hypotheses. Similar to the term overlap process,
it also only considers content words, but in addition, it takes advantage of the
POS tags (see table 1 as example).

In order to compute this overlap we extract the longest common subsequence
(LCS) between the support text and the hypotheses. In this case, it is necessary
to compute the LCS from (T, H ) as well as from (T, H’ ). Nevertheless, only the
longest subsequence is used. This way we generate the following feature from
this analysis: the normalized size of the LCS between (T, H ) or (T, H’ ). That
is, size of the LCS divided by the size of the longest subsequence in H.

4.3 Entailment Recognition

This final process generates the answer validation decision by means of a super-
vised learning approach, in particular, by a Support Vector Machine Classifier.

This classifier decides whether to accept or reject the candidate answer based
on the ten previously described features along with the following two additional
ones: the question category (i.e., factoid or definition) and the question inter-
rogative particle (i.e., who, where, when, etc.).

An evaluation of the proposed features during the development phase – using
the information gain algorithm – shows us that the question category and the
question interrogative particle are between the five most discriminative features,
while the nouns overlap and the LCS size are the most discriminative.



Table 1. Overlap analysis example (in the LCS the AJ, N and V are POS tags that
indicates adjective, noun and verb, respectively)

Question “What is the quinua?”
Answer “an American cereal of great nutritional value”

Support text T=“the quinua, an American cereal of great nutritional value,”
Hypotheses H=“an American cereal of great nutritional value is the quinua”

H’=“the quinua is an American cereal of great nutritional value”

Term overlap rate of nouns =
|{quinua,cereal,value}∈H∩T |
|{quinua,cereal,value}∈H| = 1

rate of verbs = |{}∈H∩T |
|{be}∈H| = 0

rate of adjectives =
|{american,great,nutritional}∈H∩T |
|{american,great,nutritional}∈H| = 1

rate of adverbs = |{}∈H∩T |
|{}∈H| = 1

rate of dates = |{}∈H∩T |
|{}∈H| = 1

rate of numbers = |{}∈H∩T |
|{}∈H| = 1

LCS(H,H ) american AJ cereal N great AJ nutritional AJ value N be V quinua N

LCS(T,H ) american AJ cereal N great AJ nutritional AJ value N

LCS(T,H’ ) quinua N american AJ cereal N great AJ nutritional AJ value N

Structure overlap normalized size = |LCS(T,H′)|
|LCS(H,H)| = 0.86

5 Evaluation Results

In order to evaluate the proposed QA ensemble we used a set of 190 questions
and the answers from 17 different QA systems6. In total, we considered 2286
candidate answers (with their corresponding support texts) for the evaluated
questions. It is important to mention that this test set was employed at the first
Spanish AVE (Answer Validation Exercise)7, and that the system’s responses
were previously evaluated in the QA track at CLEF 2006 [2].

The main objective of our experiment was to demonstrate that our sys-
tem ensemble could outperform each individual result. To evaluate the ensemble
performance we used the accuracy measure. This measure is the most common
evaluation metric for QA and indicates the percentage of correctly-answered
questions8 [13]. Table 2 shows the accuracy rates for each individual QA sys-
tem. Internal columns show the system’s accuracies for each type of question
(F – factual, T – temporal restricted, D – definition).

Table 3 shows the accuracy results from different QA ensembles. The first
three rows indicate some baseline results. In particular, the first row (ensem-
ble 1) shows the results from an ideal ensemble, and the second and third lines
(ensembles 2 and 3) shows the results achieved by two traditional ensembles.
Finally, the last two rows (ensembles 4 and 5) indicate the results obtained by
two variations of the proposed ensemble. The following paragraphs give a brief
description and discussion on these ensembles.
6 For the train phase we used the SPARTE corpus [12].
7 We thanks the AVE organizers for provide us the answer-run id relations.
8 An unanswered NIL question is considered as correctly answered.



Table 2. QA system’s accuracies (to details about these systems refers to [14])

% Right
System ID at CLEF 2006 F T D ALL

1 alia061enes 17.59 12.50 40.48 21.58
2 alia061eses 37.04 22.50 38.10 34.21
3 aliv061eses 29.63 22.50 35.71 29.47
4 aliv062eses 21.30 22.50 28.57 23.16
5 aske061enes 6.48 2.50 7.14 5.79
6 aske061eses 16.67 15.0 11.90 15.26
7 aske061fres 12.96 5.0 7.14 10.0
8 inao061eses 47.22 35.0 83.33 52.63
9 lcc 061enes 20.37 25.0 14.29 20.0
10 mira062eses 10.19 12.50 23.81 13.68
11 mira061eses 21.30 15.0 16.67 18.95
12 pribe061eses 52.78 27.50 69.05 51.05
13 pribe061ptes 24.07 25.0 16.67 22.63
14 sinaiBruja06eses 16.67 17.50 33.33 20.53
15 upv 061eses 37.04 25.0 47.62 36.84
16 upv 062eses 27.78 25.0 40.48 30.0
17 vein061eses 32.41 25.0 83.33 42.11

Table 3. Ensemble’s accuracies

% Right
Ensemble Description F T D ALL

1 Ideal external ensemble 87.96 72.50 100.0 87.37
2 Based on systems confidence 52.78 35.0 83.33 55.79
3 Based on answers redundancy 51.85 27.50 52.38 46.84
4 Based on answer validation (random) 46.3 40.0 73.81 51.05
5 Based on answer validation (ordered) 51.85 42.50 85.71 57.37



Ensemble 1 is the ideal external ensemble. It indicates the maximum accuracy
that can be reached by any external ensemble in the given test set. Its result is
of great relevance since it confirms that current QA systems are complementary
(it is possible to achieved 34% more accuracy than the best individual system).

Ensemble 2 is a confidence-based ensemble. Its output is the candidate an-
swer extracted by the system having the greatest confidence value associated to
the given type of question. Although this ensemble could outperform the best
individual result by 3%, it has an important limitation: it does not take advan-
tage of complementary systems for the same type of question, i.e., it does not
contemplate that two or more systems can be good enough for answering an
specific type of question.

Ensemble 3 is a redundancy-based ensemble. Its output is the most frequent
candidate answer (or NIL if there is not a most frequent answer). This kind
of ensemble allows taking into account the responses of all QA systems, and
thus, their whole complementarity. However, it produced a very poor result,
obtaining 6% less accuracy than the best individual result. A detailed analysis
of this result showed us that even though only 19 questions were responded by
just one system, the redundancies of the correct answers were very low (mainly
because the same answer can be written in different ways). We also noticed that,
given the low precision of most QA systems, in many cases incorrect answers had
high redundancies. An additional problem emerged at the time of assigning the
support text (for a frequent answer may exist several different support texts, in
this case the problem is to select the most pertinent one).

Ensemble 4 is an ensemble based on answer validation (refer to section 3).
Its result was disappointing; its overall accuracy was below the best individual
result. We attribute this behavior to the fact that the answer validation module
has a high recall (73%) but a very low precision (52%)9. Therefore, the strategy
of selecting as final response the first validated answer is not adequate, since this
answer has great probability (48%) of being erroneous. However, it is important
to point out that there is also a great probability of capturing the correct response
in one of the subsequent accepted answers.

Ensemble 5 is an extension of Ensemble 4. It introduces a simple modification
that allows avoiding the problems caused by the low precision of the answer
validation module. Different from Ensemble 4 that evaluates the answers in a
random order, this new ensemble takes answers in a decreasing order based on
the general confidence (accuracy) of their source QA system. The result achieved
by this ensemble was very significant. It outperformed the best individual result
by almost 5% and was better that all previous ensemble results.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we proposed an external QA ensemble based on answer validation.
Like other external ensembles, it does not rely on internal system’s features.
9 That indicates that this module detects most correct answers but also validates

several incorrect answers.



Nevertheless, it distinguishes from these ensembles in that: (i) it does not de-
pend on the answer’s redundancies, (ii) it is not obligated to always select one
candidate answer, and (iii) it not only allows returning correct answers but also
supported ones.

The evaluation results demonstrated the appropriateness of our proposal.
Although the current validation module is still very imprecise, our QA ensemble
(using an ordered set of candidate answers) could outperform the best individual
result as well as the results from traditional ensemble approaches.

It is important to notice that an increment on the answer validation precision
will directly impact on the ensemble accuracy. Based on this observation, our
future work will be focused on improving this module. In particular, we plan to
include other features for the entailment recognition such as the edit distance
between the syntactic trees of T and H, and to calculate an accepted confidence
value based on the most discriminative features used for the textual entailment
recognition.
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